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Effects of high pressure in liquid chromatography
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Abstract

All the experimental parameters that the chromatographers are used to consider as constant (the column length and its diameter, the particle
size, the column porosities, the phase ratio, the column hold-up volume, the pressure gradient along the column, the mobile phase density
and its viscosity, the diffusion coefficients, the equilibrium constants, the retention factors, the efficiency parameters) depend on pressure to
some extent. While this dependence is negligible as long as experiments, measurements, and separations are carried out under conventional
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ressures not exceeding a few tens of megapascal, it is no longer so when the inlet pressure becomes much larger and excee
quations are developed to determine the extent of the influence of pressure on all these parameters and to account for it. The res
re illustrated with graphics. The essential results are that (1) many parameters depend on the inlet pressure, hence on the flow
pparent reproducibility of parameters as simple as the retention factor will be poor if measurements are carried out at different
nless due corrections are applied to the results; (3) the influence of the temperature on the equilibrium constants should be st
onstant inlet pressure rather than at a constant flow rate, to minimize the coupling effect of pressure and temperature through the
ependence of the viscosity; and (4) while reproducibility of results obtained at constant pressure and flow rate will not be affecte
evelopment becomes far more complex because of the pressure dependence of everything.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The recent advent of combinatorial chemistry has in-
reased considerably the number of analyses that must be
erformed in the analytical services of companies involved

n the synthesis and development of fine chemicals, particu-
arly in the pharmaceutical industry. This has brought back to
he forefront of the preoccupation of chromatographers the
erennial optimization problem of analytical chromatogra-
hy. The experimental conditions under which the analyses
re carried out must be adjusted in order to minimize their
uration while achieving the separations needed and keeping

he detection sensitivity as high as possible. Several waves
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of progress have taken place in the past, each one e
with the commercial availability of shorter columns, pac
with smaller particles, operated under higher pressures
generating faster analyses than the columns of the pre
generation. The most recent of these waves occurred ov
years ago and lead to the development of the now con
tional 10–20 cm long columns, packed with 3–5�m particles
and operated at flow rates of a few mL/min (for a column
of about 4 mm), under inlet pressures of 40– 50 MPa (1
= 10 bar). There is now a strong demand for improved
formance. Several approaches have been suggested a
currently pursued actively. The most straightforward of th
is the preparation of conventional columns packed with
fine particles, in the 1– 2�m range, and operated at hig
flow rates than columns packed with the now classica
5�m particles. This requires extremely high inlet pressu

021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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in the low kbar range. The operation of HPLC columns under
such high inlet pressures is now seriously considered[1].

The most important alternative approaches are the devel-
opment of fast monolithic columns and that of open tubu-
lar columns. Monolithic columns are a recent acquisition of
HPLC [2–4]. They exhibit a permeability that is an order of
magnitude higher than that of packed columns while having
comparable performance. They can generate higher efficien-
cies under higher mobile phase flow velocities than packed
columns while being operated at a lower pressure. It is likely
that some modifications of their current method of prepara-
tion could allow the production of still faster and more effi-
cient columns, at the possible cost of a higher inlet pressure
that could be accommodated by classical equipments. Af-
ter all, these columns have been manufactured and used for
barely 5 years. In principle, microbore open tubular columns
could afford considerable improvements over current perfor-
mance by allowing analysis times of the order of seconds
with efficiencies at least as high as those that are currently
achieved with the best packed columns[5]. However, the
enormous technical difficulties that must be overcome[6]
have prevented the development of commercial instruments
based on their use. Detection sensitivity will remain a major
obstacle because these columns can accept only extremely
small samples.

No fundamental difficulties should be expected in the
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The integrated or combined influences of all the parameters
involved in the chromatographic process (the pressure, the
mobile phase flow rate, its compressibility and its viscosity,
the retention factor, the column porosities, permeability and
dimensions) on the peak retention time, the elution peak pro-
file, and the profiles of flow and pressure along the column
are discussed in a second part, under the heading“Results
and discussion”.

2. Theory

2.1. Influence of the pressure on the melting point of a
solvent

This effect is surprisingly important and may have nefari-
ous consequences because they are rarely, if ever, anticipated.
Years ago, we tried and used cyclohexane as the mobile phase
for some separations. Unexpectedly, the alumina piston of
the HPLC pump broke when we needed to operate it at ca.
200 bar. We eventually found that this breakage was caused
by cyclohexane solidifying when compressed in the pump
under this pressure, immobilizing the piston[12]. Such inci-
dents might become more likely if high pressure operations
become popular.
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reparation and use of more efficient, faster columns
ould be packed with particles finer than those curre
vailable. It is obvious that most chromatographers con
ressure and its effects with benign contempt. The initia

uctance of biochemists that was referred to asbarophobiaby
saba Horv́ath was not justified and has faded away. Un
ressures lower than several kbar, protein molecules re
s stable as under atmospheric pressure[7,8]. Yet, certain
ressure effects can be treacherous under certain cond
bout 30 years ago, instrument manufacturers who attem

o manufacture syringe pumps for liquid chromatogra
ailed because it was too difficult at the time to control pr
rly the pressure excursion in the cylinder while deliverin
onstant flow rate of the mobile phase[9–11].

Pressure affects significantly the specific volume, the
osity, the freezing points of liquids and other phase cha
r transitions. It also affects diffusion coefficients (that te

o be inversely proportional to the mobile phase visco
nd equilibrium constants. The unavoidable conseque
f these effects are that many chromatographic result
ome pressure sensitive, which means that they change
he column flow rate since it is impossible to adjust
ow velocity along a column without changing the in
ressure, hence the pressure gradient along this co
e review here the physico-chemical background of c
atography under high pressures, up to the low kil

ange.
In the first part of this review, we review under the head

Theory” the influence of the pressure on each of the
ated parameters that are successively studied and disc
.

.

For any phase change, the variation of the tempera
f , of a phase change is related to that of the pressure,P, by
eans of the Clapeyron equation

dTf

dP
= �Vt

�St
(1)

here�St is the entropy change and�Vt is the volume
hange associated with the phase transition considere
ernatively, Eq.(1) can written

dTf

dP
= T�Vt

�Ht
(2)

here�Ht is the latent heat of the phase change. For fu
i.e., the solid–liquid transform), the entropy of a liquid be
lways larger than that of the solid,�Ht is positive. For mos
ubstances, the specific volume of the liquid is larger than
f the solid and�Vt is also positive. Consequently, for m
ubstances, the temperature of fusion increases with inc
ng pressure. Water is a rare but most noticeable exceptio
ether with a few elements and salts, e.g., bismuth, gal
ilicium, copper chloride) because the density of liquid w
s larger than that of ice. The latent heat of fusion of w
s 333.5 J g−1, and the densities of liquid water and ice at

ospheric pressure at 273.15 K are 0.9998 and 0.917 g c−3,
espectively[13]. If we assume that�Ht and the densities a
ractically constant over the pressure range of interest, w

ain dT/dP = −7.4 × 10−3 K bar−1. Hence, water melts
7.4 K under a pressure of 1000 bar. For all solvents us

hromatography, however, the melting point increases
ncreasing pressure.
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The empirical Simon equation[14] relates the pressure,
Pf , and the temperature,Tf , of fusion of a compound as

Pf = Pt + a1

[(
Tf

Tt

)c1
− 1

]
(3)

wherePt andTt (K) are the pressure and the temperature of the
triple point of the compound studied,a1 andc1 are two em-
pirical parameters which are tabulated for various substances
[15]. Pt is usually very small (of the order of 1 mbar) and
can be neglected.Tt is very close to the normal melting point
under atmospheric pressure (and, correlatively,a1 is usually
much larger than 1 bar). Values of the melting pressures at 20
and 30◦C were calculated using Eq.(3) for some substances
for which these pressures are below 10 kbar (1 GPa). The re-
sults are reported inTable 1. From this table, it is clear that
the lower the melting point under atmospheric pressure, the
higher the melting pressure at 20 or 30◦C. Almost all the sol-
vents used in reversed phase and in normal phase HPLC have
melting points below 0◦C under atmospheric pressure (note
that the value calculated for cyclohexane agrees well with
the one that we found) and no serious difficulties should be
expected up to pressures of a few kilobar (unless separations
at subambient temperatures are considered).

Fig. 1 shows the variations of the temperature of fusion
with the local pressure for some solvents commonly used as
m d ac-
c l,
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Fig. 1. Plot of the temperature of fusion,Tf , of various compounds vs. the lo-
cal pressure,P.Symbols: cC6, cyclohexane; H2O, water; ACN, acetonitrile;
EtAc, ethyl acetate; MeOH, methanol. The curves are limited to the pressure
domain within which the determination of the two empirical parameters of
Eq.(3), a1 andc1 has been made.

ies and much pertinent data is available[16–18]. Table 2
summarizes the compressibility of a number of common
solvents.

As a first approximation, the compressibility of liquids can
be considered as constant at constant temperature in the range
of pressures used in conventional HPLC (below 40 MPa or
so), at least as far as the column flow rate and the pressure
gradient along the column are concerned. However, in the
range of pressures considered here, the compressibility does
depend on the pressure. Up to several kbar, the pressure de-
pendence of the volume,Vp,T , occupied by a given mass of

Table 2
Compressibility of some common solvents

Temperature
(◦C)

Compressibilitya

(χ) (×104)
c (Eq.
(4))

bb (Eq.
(4))

n-Pentane 25 3.14 0.0943 299.6
n-Hexane 25 1.61 0.0943 587
n-Heptane 0 1.18 0.0943 799
n-Heptane 25 1.42 0.0943 662
n-Heptane 40 1.60 0.0943 591
n-Heptane 60 1.87 0.0943 505
n-Octane 25 1.20 0.0943 787
Benzene 25 0.96 0.0938 970
Methylene chloride 25 0.97 0.1038 1066
Chloroform 25 0.97 0.1038 1066
Carbon tetrachloride 25 1.07 0.0925 867
ain components of the mobile phase in HPLC, compute
ording to Eq.(3), using data of ref.[15], except for methano
or which the reported value of dPf /dT has been assumed
emain constant in the whole pressure range considered

.2. Influence of the pressure on the specific volumes o
iquids

.2.1. Pressure and specific volume
The behavior of liquids under the pressures that can

onably be achieved and safely handled in the labora
.e., up to a few kbar, has been the topic of intensive s

able 1
elting pressure of some solvents

Pf
b (20◦C) Pf

b (30◦C) Tf (◦C, at
P = 1 bar)

Acetonitrile (CH3CN) 3656 4315 −45.7
Aniline (C6H5NH2) 1319 1863 −6.3
Bromobenzene (C6H5Br) 2885 3546 −30.8
Bromoform (CHBr3) 487 901 8.3
Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) 1151 1451 −23.0
Chloroform (CHCl3) 5531 6256 −63.5
4-Chlorotoluene (C7H7Cl) 451 844 7.5
Cyclohexane (C6H12) 251 441 6.5
1,4-Dioxane (C4H8O2) 758 1702 11.8
Dodecane (C12H26) 1353 1881 −9.6
Ethylene chloride (C2H4Cl2) 2915 3502 −35.4
Nitrobenzene (C6H5NO2) 527 904 5.7
o-Xylenea (C7H10) 1921 2346 −25.2
p-Xylene (C7H10) 191 485 13.3

a Values calculated from experimental data reported for dPf /dT [15].
b Pf in bar.
Diethyl ether 20 1.87 0.235 1260
Acetone 25 1.24 0.1023 826
Methanol 20 1.23 0.148 1210
Ethanol 20 1.11 0.209 1890
Water 25 0.46 0.1368 2996
Acetonitrile 25 1.10 0.128 1162

a χ in bar−1.
b b in bar.
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liquid at temperatureT is well accounted for by Tait equation
[19]

Vp,T − Vp0,T

Vp0,T

= c ln
P0 + b

P + b
(4)

or(
P0 + b

P + b

)c
= e((V/V0)−1) (5)

V0 being the specific volume,Vp0,T , under the reference pres-
sureP0. For the liquids considered here,c is small and it is
independent of the pressure (Table 2). The variations ofV/V0
versusP for various common liquids, according to Eq.(5),
are shown inFig. 2. Because the variation of the specific vol-
ume with pressure is small or moderate,V/V0 is not very
different from unity and Eq.(4) may be expended as a Taylor
series:(
P0 + b

P + b

)c
= V

V0
+ 1

2

(
V

V0
− 1

)2

+1

6

(
V

V0
− 1

)3

+ · · ·

(6)

At pressures below 0.5 kbar, Eq.(5) can be limited to the first
term of the expansion without significant loss of accuracy
and we have(
P0 + b

P + b

)c
= V

V0
(7)

At higher pressures the use of a two-term expansion provides
a more accurate relationship.

Fig. 2. Ratio of the specific volume,V, of several solvents to their specific
volume under the atmospheric pressure,V0, vs. the pressure,P, at 25◦C.
Symbols: nC6,n-hexane; H2O, water; MeCl, methylene chloride; ACN, ace-
tonitrile; MeOH, methanol.

2.2.2. Compressibility
The compressibility of a material is defined as

χ = − 1

V

dV

dP
(8)

The compressibility is always positive. It varies with the pres-
sure. Differentiation of Eq.(6) and combination with Eq.(7)
gives

χ = c

P + b
(9)

The compressibility of liquids decreases slowly with increas-
ing pressure. Eq.(8)shows that the compressibility decreases
by half when the pressure increases from 0 tob [bar]. From
the data inTable 2and Eq.(8), we see that for most liquids,
b is between 0.8 and 3 kbar.

Note that bothbandcdepend on the temperature. Correla-
tions are available in the literature. As long as the temperature
is not important compared to the critical temperature, so the
reduced temperature is low, the temperature and the pressure
dependence of the specific volume of the mobile phase can be
considered independently. Closer to the critical state, the sit-
uation would complicate considerably. This issue is outside
the scope of this review.

2.3. Influence of pressure on the viscosity of liquids
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The viscosity of liquids increases with increasing press
ater below ca. 20◦C is a rare exception. In the press

ange up to a few kbar, this variation is nearly linear:

= η0[1 + α(P − P0)] (10)

hereη0 is the velocity under the reference pressureP0)
ndα is the relative variation of the viscosity per unit pr
ure. Values ofη0 andα, when the atmospheric pressure
aken as the reference pressure, are reported from Sm
ian Physical Tables inTable 3for a variety of solvents. In th

able,α is given as (η1000− η0)/(999η0), whereη1000 is the
iscosity at 1 kbar, which linearizes the pressure–visc
elationship. The actual difference between the true an
alculated value ofη may be of the order of 5% in the pre
ure range up to 1 kbar. Under higher pressures, it mig
igher. The ratio of the actual viscosity,η, to the viscosity un
er atmospheric pressure,η0, is plotted versus the pressu

n Fig. 3, according to Eq.(10) and to some of the data
able 3.

A correlation due to Lucas[20] shows that Eq.(10) is
alid as long as the reduced temperature is not very l
hich is the case for all the mobile phases used in H

at least as long as HPLC is not carried out at high tem
tures). It would not apply to carbon dioxide in a straig

orward manner but, then, a more complex correlation w
llow a rather accurate prediction of the dependence o
iscosity on the temperature and the pressure in the
mn [21]. A recent publication reports that the appa
iscosity of a 50:50 mixture of water and acetonitrile
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the viscosity under pressionP, η, to the viscosity under
atmospheric pressure,η0, vs. the pressure,P, for various liquids at 30◦C.
Symbols: nC6,n-hexane; MeAc, methyl acetate; ACN, acetonitrile; MeOH,
methanol; H2O, water.

creases by 34% when the inlet pressure of a column perco-
lated by this solution is raised from 140 to 4800 bar[22].
This number seems consistent with others reported here,
although there are no numerical data for almost any mix-
tures of solvents in the literature. We must note, however,
that the effect of pressure on the viscosity is linear and
that, if the pressure drop is 4800 bar, the increase measured
corresponds to an increase of the average pressure of only
2400 bar. The actual increase of the viscosity of the solu-
tion is thus of 68% when the pressure is increased from 1 to
4800 bar.

2.4. Influence of the pressure on the diffusion coefficients
in liquids

As a first approximation, we can assume with Wilke and
Chang[23] that the product,D0

ABηB, of the diffusion coeffi-
cient of a dilute species, A, in a solvent B and the viscosity of
this solvent is constant. This is in agreement with the results
of Tyn and Calus[24]. There are few detailed investigations
on this issue. Easteal[25] showed that the self-diffusion co-
efficient ofn-hexane decreases from 4.2 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 to
0.7 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 when the pressure increases from 1 to
3500 bar. This six-fold decrease could have serious conse-
quences regarding the column efficiency. Easteal[25] also
suggested the following correlation to account for his data

lnD∗
i = a2 + ξPm (11)

whereD∗
i is the tracer or self-diffusion coefficient of com-

poundi, a2 andξ are numerical constants that vary slowly
with the temperature, andmis a numerical coefficient close to
0.75. The coefficientξ is negative and diffusion coefficients
decrease with increasing pressure. Eq.(11)can be used to es-
timate high-pressure diffusion coefficients. The ratio of the
self-diffusion coefficient,D∗, under the pressureP to the self-
diffusion coefficient under the atmospheric pressure,D∗

0, is
plotted versusP in Fig. 4 for various liquids, according to
E
a q.
(

ses.
W ture,
t with
t e
v cer-
t ship
r -
t of

Table 3
Viscosity of some common solvents

Temperature (◦C) Dynamic viscosity,η (cP)

n-Pentane 30 0.220
n-Hexane 30 0.296
n-Heptane 30 0.355
n-Octane 30 0.483
Benzene 30 0.566
Chloroform 30 0.519
Carbon tetrachloride 30 0.845
Diethyl ether 20 0.212
Acetone 30 0.285
Methyl acetate 30 0.390
Methanol 20 0.520
Ethanol 20 1.003
Water 0 1.79

Water 10 1.29
Water 30 0.80
Water 75 0.38
Acetonitrile 30 0.324

a Unit: 1 centistoke= 1 × 10−2 cm2 s−1.
q. (11) and using the values of the parametersξ andm that
re reported in[26]. The curve for water does not follow E
11). It was drawn using experimental data[27].

Both viscosity and diffusion are activation proces
hile the viscosity decreases with increasing tempera

he diffusion coefficient increases and, in agreement
he practical constancy of the productD0

ABηB, the absolut
alues of the two activation energies are close. They
ainly have the same order of magnitude. This relation
emains valid under pressure. As pointed out[28], the rela
ive variation of the diffusion coefficients is of the order

α (×103) Density,ρ (kg/L) Kinematica viscosity,µ

1.06 0.619 0.355
1.15 0.657 0.450
1.09 0.678 0.523
1.12
1.22 0.872 0.649

0.625 1.466 0.354
1.25 1.582 0.534

1.11 0.716 0.296
0.684 0.783 0.363
0.810

0.470 0.779 0.66
0.585 0.794 1.26

−0.080 0.9998 1.79
−0.046 0.9997 1.29

0.053 0.9956 0.80
0.076 0.9749 0.39
0.624 0.7711 0.42
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the self-diffusion coefficient,D∗, to the self-diffusion co-
efficient under atmospheric pressure,D∗

0, vs. the pressure,P, for various
liquids at 25◦C. Symbols: CCl4, carbon tetrachloride;nC6, n-hexane; Bz,
benzene; MeOH, methanol; H2O, water. The curve for water was drawn
from experimental data points[27]. The curves are limited to the pressure
domain within which the empirical parameters of Eq.(11), χ andm have
been determined.

1 × 10−3 bar−1, may be even more for large molecules, e.g.,
proteins. This means that, at a constant flow rate, the reduced
velocity is not constant along a column. This observation
was used to explain why the column efficiency increases of-
ten more slowly than the number of identical columns con-
nected in series[28], a result recently confirmed by Ikegami
et al. in their investigations of the efficiencies of assemblies
of monolithic columns[29]. Also, it shows that the coeffi-
cients of a plate height equation derived by fitting experi-
mental data differ significantly from their local values. The
errors made can be quite significant under conventional con-
ditions, up to 100% for the coefficientC of a van Deemter
equation[28]. This result is similar to those observed long
ago in gas chromatography[30] and in thin-layer chromatog-
raphy[31].

In the pressure range considered here, the pressure effec
would be so large as to render meaningless the values of the
coefficients of a plate height equation derived from elution
band profiles that integrate the influence of the pressure on
the mass transfer coefficients over the huge range of pressures
experienced by the band during its migration. This conclusion
is consistent with recent results that showed very high values
of theC term of the reduced van Deemter plate height equa-
tion measured with a maximum inlet pressure of 6800 bar
[32]. The interpretation of these results is far more complex
t e re-
d nd to

any single value of the reduced velocity but to an average
value of this velocity: since the diffusion coefficient varies
along the column, so does the reduced velocity. The range
of reduced velocity over which the averaging is performed
changes for each point of a van Deemter plot. The classical
approach relating local and average plate heights should be
followed to account for these results[30,31].

2.5. Influence of pressure on equilibrium constants in
diphasic systems

Some fundamental relationships of thermodynamics,
which arise from the definitions of the basic functions, en-
ergy,U, enthalpy,H, entropy,S, and Gibbs free energy,G, of
a system are

H = U + PV (12a)

G = H − TS = U + PV − TS (12b)

whereP, V, andT are the pressure, the volume and the tem-
perature of the system, respectively. Differentiation of Eq.
(12)at constant volume with respect to pressure shows that

∂G

∂P
= V (13)

ys-
t

K

�

w he
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s obile
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w ted
w
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t ts are
m e of
p t), the
d given
b

T ech-
a hase
s com-
p eral
han empirical experimentalists may believe because th
uced plate heights that they measured do not correspo
t

We know that the equilibrium constant in a biphasic s
em is given by

= Cs

Cm
(14a)

G = −RT ln K (14b)

hereCs andCm are the equilibrium concentrations of t
olute considered in the stationary and the mobile ph
espectively, and�G is the change in Gibbs free energy
ociated with the passage of a mole of solute from the m
o the stationary phase. Accordingly, we obtain

∂�G

∂P
= −RT ∂ ln K

∂P
= �V (15)

here�V is the change of partial molar volume associa
ith the adsorption of the solute[33,34].
The retention factor is the product of the equilibrium c

tant and the phase ratio. If we neglect the dependen
he phase ratio on the local pressure (because the effec
oderate, we may account separately for the influenc
ressure on the phase ratio and the equilibrium constan
ependence of the retention factor on the pressure is
y

∂ ln k′

∂P
= −�V

RT
(16)

his equation assumes implicitly that a single retention m
nism accounts for the interactions of the solute in the p
ystem. This is not always the case. The retention of a
ound may be the result of the combination of two or sev
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different retention mechanisms. If this is the case, the pres-
sure dependence ofk′ is more complex than indicated by Eq.
(16). A similar problem is encountered in the study of the
influence of the temperature on the retention factors. Cases
are known in which the results do not follow a simple van’t
Hoff relationship[35].

The pressure influence on the retention factor is illustrated
in Fig. 5where are plotted curves showing the variations of
the ratio of the retention factor under pressureP, k′, to the
retention factor under atmospheric pressure,k′0, versusP,
for various values of�V , according to Eq.(16). The impor-
tance of the change of the partial molar volume of the solute
associated with its adsorption is somewhat correlated with
its size[36], so, according to Eq.(15), the pressure depen-
dence of the retention factor of large molecular weight solutes
will be much larger than that of small molecular weight ones
(see[36] and later,Fig. 6). Thus, for a small-size protein
like insulin,�V is of the order of−100 ml/mol and the re-
tention factor doubles when the average pressure increases
from 50 to 250 bar[34,36]. The corresponding values for
lysozyme are slightly larger[37]. Smaller values were re-
ported forn-decane andn-eicosane the retention factors of
which increase by 9 and 24%, respectively, when the pres-
sure increases from 100 to 350 bar[38]. Tanaka et al.[39]
reported that the retention factor of nitro-phenol increases by
13% for an increase of the average pressure of 150 bar. Re-
cently, Patel et al.[32] reported that the retention factor of
4-methyl catechol increases linearly with increasing pressure
up to 6800 bar.

Fig. 5. Ratio of the retention factor,k′, under pressureP to the retention factor
under atmospheric pressure,k′0. Plot ofk′/k′0 versusP, according to Eq.(16)
for various values of the change in partial molar volume,�V , associated to
the transfer of one mole of solute from the mobile to the stationary phase at
25◦C.

Since the variation of lnk′ with the pressure is linear, and
since, under the conditions of the experiments carried out
by Szabelski et al.[34], Liu et al. [36], and Tanaka et al.
[39], the compressibility of the mobile phase is practically
negligible, the values measured, which are average values
over the range of experimental conditions are equal to the
value measured at the average column pressure[36]. This
would no longer be true for measurements carried out under
very large pressure gradients. The retention factors will then
become functions of the flow rate—since it is impossible to
change the flow rate without adjusting the pressure gradient
accordingly. The separation factors of molecules of sizes or
structures that are significantly different will change when
the column inlet pressure varies. Finally, one should note that
the measurements of thermodynamic properties, e.g., of the
enthalpy of the retention mechanism, will have to be made at
constant inlet pressure, in order to reduce the influence of the
pressure gradient on the results[36]. This procedure would
allow the complete separation of the influences of the tem-
perature and the pressure (since the mobile phase viscosity
is a function of the temperature, operating at constant flow
rate affects the pressure gradient along the column) in the
low pressure range. The effect is still more complex at high
pressures.

Most investigations of the effects of pressure on reten-
tion data in HPLC were obtained at relatively low pres-
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ures, i.e., 50–300 bar. The results of measurements
ears ago by Rogers and co-workers[40–42] at pressure
p to 3500 bar showed that changes in the retention

ors can exceed 300% and that they are accompanie
hifts in the elution orders. This suggests that chrom
raphic results recorded with columns operated unde

remely high pressures will be far more difficult to acco
or than those of the traditional “low” pressure version
PLC.

.6. Influence of pressure on the dimensions of the
olumn

Pressure affects the external and the internal dimen
f the column since the tube is subject to a stress that ten

nflate it and to increase its length, assuming that the co
s closed at both ends by metal plugs through which on
arrow capillary tube of negligible internal cross-section
arries the mobile phase in and out the column. Becaus
olumn is operated with a finite mobile phase velocity,
nlet and outlet pressures are different and the column, t
nitially cylindrical when the internal and external pressu
re the same, takes the shape of a cone with a small
he calculation of the column dimensions under pres

s somewhat complicated because a significant pre
radient exists along the column. As a first approxima

his gradient can be considered as constant (i.e., the l
udinal pressure profile is linear). Furthermore, we cons
nly safe, routine operations, in which case the col
eformations are small and elastic. Then, the deforma
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caused by the relatively small effects considered here take
place in the elastic domain and are linearly related to the
stresses applied which, themselves, are proportional to
the local pressure difference between the inside and the
outside of the column. Hence, under these conditions, the
overall changes in the column internal volume and in the
volume of the column tube itself are the same as those which
would be observed if the pressure inside the column was
constant and equal to the pressure,Pm, at mid length of the
column.

Pressure also compresses the stationary phase. The effect
is markedly different whether the column is packed with neat
silica particles (the compressibility of silica is negligible) or
with bonded alkyl-silica (the compressibility of the bonded
layer, like that of fluids is far from negligible[43]). The com-
bination of these two mechanical effects tends to increase
the column porosity and its permeability since both act in the
same direction, toward an increase in the geometrical column
volume. It also affects the hold-up volume[43]. Obviously,
in a chromatographic column, the local effects vary with the
abscissa and the overall effect will be the integral of these
local effects.

LetL0, rin,0, andrext,0 be the length, the internal and the
external radius of the cylindrical tubular column when the
internal and the external pressures are both equal toP0, the
reference and, in the general case, the atmospheric pressure.
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(18) reduces to the three following fundamental equations

Eεr = −η(σr + σθ + σz) + (1 + η)σr = σr − η(σθ + σz)

(19a)

Eεθ = σθ − η(σr + σz) (19b)

Eεz = σz − η(σθ + σr) (19c)

η is typically equal to 1/3 for metals, the range of variations
of η being from about 0 for cork to 1/2 for rubber.

2.6.1.2. Relative deformations and displacements in a cylin-
drical geometry.Let sbe the radial displacement of a point
which was originally at distancer from the cylinder (i.e.,
column) axis. Simple geometrical considerations show that
the relative deformations along the radial and the tangential
directions are equal to

εr = ∂s

∂r
(20a)

εθ = s

r
(20b)

In the following, the combination of Eqs.(19b) and (20b)
gives the radial displacement,ssince we have
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n the following, we assume that the internal pressure is e
o Pm, and that the external pressure, as well as the co
utlet pressure are equal toP0. Then, one has:

m = Pm − P0 = �P

2
(17)

here�P is the pressure drop along the chromatogra
olumn.

.6.1. General equations for elastic materials
Two different approaches are used in solid mecha

hose due to Young and to Lamé [44–46]. We use the for
er here.

.6.1.1. Young formalism.The Young formalism gives th
ollowing relationships between stresses and deforma
f elastic materials[44–46]:

ε̄ = −ηTr(σ̄)δ̄+ (1 + η)σ̄ (18)

hereε̄ is the relative deformation tensor,σ̄ the stress tenso
¯the unit tensor,E the Young modulus, andη is the Poisso
oefficient of the material.Tr(t̄) is the trace of the tensor̄t,

.e., the sum of its diagonal elements. When the stresse
cting along the principal axes of the material (for instancz,
, andθ, the axial, the radial, and the tangential direction
cylindrical geometrical reference system), there is no s
tress in the material. Therefore, the non-diagonal elem
f the deformation and of the stress tensors vanish an
= rεθ =
E

[σθ − η(σr + σz)] (21)

he variation of the column length is derived from Eq.(19c),
s

= εzL0 = L0

E
[σz − η(σθ + σr)] (22)

.6.2. Determination of the stresses
In the following, we assume that the stresses exerte

he column tube arise solely from the effects of the p
ure differences across the internal and external sides
ube and on the extremities of the tube, i.e., that the
mn is free to deform itself as a consequence of these
tresses. Furthermore, we recognize that, in practice, th
losing the column ends are strong enough to limit the
ormations at the extremities, so that, under a uniform
ide pressure, the column will somewhat look like a ba
ather than a cylinder. We will assume these deforma
o be negligible. The effects of the column ends are
lected in this review. Solid mechanics has now comp
rograms that can account for far more complex boun
onditions.

.6.2.1. Determination of the radial and tangential stres
ar away from the extremities of the cylinder, the distribu
f the deformations in the radial and tangential directions
e considered as independent ofz, according to the princip
f De Saint-Venant[46]. For thin cylinders, the error on th
stimates of the deformations that arise from this app
ation is lower than 0.3% at a distance from the bases

s larger thanπ
√

2rin,0(rext,0 − rin,0) [46]. Then, a balanc
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of the forces acting on the four sides of an element of the
cross-section of the solid wall between radiir andr + dr and
between the anglesθ andθ + dθ leads the following relation-
ship

σθ − σr − r
∂σr

∂r
= 0 (23)

In the general case, when the internal and external pressures
arepin + P0 andpext + P0, respectively (P0 being the pres-
sure at which the cylinder dimensions are measured, at rest,
i.e., at the atmospheric pressure), the boundary conditions
are

σr(rin,0) = −pin (24a)

σr(rext,0) = −pext (24b)

Note that, by convention, a minus sign is used for compres-
sion stresses.

Suitable manipulations of Eqs. (19)–(24) allow the deriva-
tion of the relationships between the radial and tangential
stresses and the internal and external radii of the tube[44–
46]

σr(r) = r2in,0pin − r2ext,0pext

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
− r2in,0r
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both sides of the frit on the central part of the frit correspond-
ing to the cross-section of the incoming tube of radiusrt, one
gets:

Sin,eff = πr2in,0(1 − k) (28a)

with

k =
(
rt

rin,0

)2

(28b)

Note that in most practical cases,k is negligible, being smaller
than 0.01. This force is transmitted, through the fitting, onto
the material making the annular cross-section of the tube. The
resulting longitudinal stress,σz, is then:

σz = pm
r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
(1 − k) (29)

2.6.3. Column deformation
The radial displacement,s(r), of a point at distancer from

the axis is obtained from Eq.(21), together with the expres-
sions of the stresses given by Eqs.(26)and(29), as:

s(r) = r
r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E

[
1+ r

2
ext,0

r2
− η

(
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− k
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θ(r) = r2in,0pin − r2ext,0pext

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
+ r2in,0r

2
ext,0

r2 (r2ext,0 − r2in,0)
(pin − pext)

(25b

hese equations are general in the sense that they are
hetherpin < pext orpin > pext, for tube walls working un
er expansion or compression.

In the case of interest in chromatography, the inner
uter pressures arePm andP0, i.e.,pin = pm andpext = 0,
espectively, and one gets

r(r) = r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
pm

(
1 − r2ext,0

r2

)
(26a)

θ(r) = r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
pm

(
1 + r2ext,0

r2

)
(26b)

he boundary conditions given in Eqs.(24a) and (24b)are
onsistent with Eq.(26a)(i.e., if r = rext,0 or r = rin,0).

.6.2.2. Determination of the axial stress.The force,F, ex-
rted by the pressure inside the column on the fitting ho

his column is

= pmSin,eff (27)

hereSin,eff is the effective column cross-sectional area
hich the pressure differential,pm, is exerted inside the chr
atographic column. Because the inlet pressure is exert
(30

he relative changes of the inner and outer radii of the co
re thus given by

s(rin)

rin,0
= r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E

[
(1 − 2η+ ηk) + (1 + η)

r2ext,0

r2in,0

]

(31a)

s(rext)

rext,0
= r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E
(2 − η+ ηk) (31b)

he change in the column length is obtained by combi
qs.(22), (25), (26), and(29), as

= pm

E

r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
(1 − 2η− k)L0 (32)

his equation shows that the change in column length
ependent of the radiusr, hence the bases remain flat a
erpendicular the the column axis.

.6.4. Column dimensions under pressure
We derive first the general equations, then a simplifie

f equations valid for stainless steel columns in the ca
hich the cross-section areas of the tubings connectin
olumn to the equipment are negligibly small.

.6.4.1. General case.In the general case of a connect
ube of finite diameter, the dimensions of the column
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submitted to a pressurepm + P0 inside andP0 outside are
easily obtained from these equations as

rin

rin,0
= 1 + s(rin)

rin,0

= 1 + r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

×
[

1 + r2ext,0

r2in,0
+ η

(
r2ext,0

r2in,0
+ k − 2

)]
pm

E
(33a)

rext

rext,0
= 1 + s(rext)

rext,0
= 1 + r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
[2 − η(1 − k)]

pm

E

(33b)

L

L0
= 1 + h

L0
= 1 + r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
(1 − 2η− k)

pm

E
(33c)

Sinceη is smaller than 0.5 andk is very small, Eqs.(33a)
to (33c)show that the inner radius, the outer radius and the
column length all increase with increasing inner pressure.

The tube wall thickness changes frome0 to e, such that

e = e0 + s(rext,0) − s(rin,0) (34)
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As both the cross-sectional area and the length of the col-
umn tube increase under increasing pressure, its volume also
increases. This implies that the density of the tube material
decreases. This result might seem shocking since the changes
of the tube dimensions arise from the application of a pres-
sure inside the tube. In fact, it reflects the great importance of
the tangential (or circumferential) stress that is caused by the
inside pressure, through stretching of the atoms of the tube
material.

The column cross-sectional area of the tube changes also
under pressure, fromSc,0 to Sc = πr2in, such that

Sc

Sc,0
= (1 + apm)2 (38a)

with

a =
[

(1 − 2η+ ηk) + (1 + η)
r2ext,0

r2in,0

]
r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

1

E

(38b)

wherea represents the relative increase of the column inner
radius per unit of pressure drop across the column tube. A
first-order expansion inpm/E gives the following expression
of the column inner volume

Vc = Sc L
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r2ext,0 − r2in,0

[
(1 + η)

rext,0
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− (1 − 2η+ηk)

]
pm

E

(35)

inceη is smaller than 1/2, andrext,0 is larger thanrin,0, Eq.
35) shows that the thickness of the column tube decre
ith increasing inner pressure, i.e., that its inner radiu
reases faster than its outer radius.

The cross-sectional area of the tube changes also,
t,0 to St, so that

St

St,0
= r2ext − r2in

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
= 1 + 2r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
(1 − 2η+ ηk)

pm

E

(36)

hen neglecting the higher degree terms in (pm/E)2. The
quation shows that the cross-sectional area of the tub
reases with increasing pressure although its thicknes
reases.

Finally, from Eqs.(33)and(36), it appears that the chan
n the column volume, fromVt,0 to Vt, is given by

Vt

Vt,0
= LSt

L0St,0
= 1 + εr + εθ + εz

= 1 + 1 − 2η

E
(σr + σθ + σz)

= 1+ r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
(1 − 2η)(3− k)pm

E
(37)
Vc,0 Sc,0 L0

= 1 + (1 − 2η)(3 − k)r2in,0 + 2(1+ η)r2ext,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E
(39)

hereVc,0 is the internal volume of the column at rest
ts geometrical volume. Since both the inner radius and
olumn length increase under increasing pressure, the co
olume also increases.

.6.4.2. Simplified equations.In the particular case of
tainless steel column connected with inlet tubings of neg
le cross-section, Eqs.(33)–(39)simplify. For stainless stee
is equal to 1/3. For inlet tubings of negligible cross-sec

i.e.,rext,0/rin,0 < 0.1),k is equal to 0. Then, one obtains
ollowing geometrical characteristics of the tube, from E
33a), (33b), (33c), (35), (36) and (37):
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3
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3
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r2ext,0 − r2in,0
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(40a)

rext

rext,0
= 1 + 5

3
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r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E
(40b)

L
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= 1 + 1
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r2ext,0 − r2in,0
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E
(40c)

e
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= 1 −

(
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− 1
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)
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r2ext,0 − r2in,0
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(40d)
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St

St,0
= 1 + 2

3

r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E
(40e)

Vt

Vt,0
= 1 + r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

pm

E
(40f)

whereSt andVt are the cross-section area and the volume of
the metal in the tube.

Typically, for stainless steel tubes,E is equal to 200 GPa,
i.e. to 2× 106 bar. If therext,0/rin,0 ratio is equal to 2, the rel-
ative increase of the column length is 0.0028%/kbar of pres-
sure drop along the column, i.e., an increase of 2.8�m/kbar
for a 10 cm long column (NB. A 1 kbar pressure drop along
the column means thatpm = 500 bar). The mean increase
of the internal radius is 0.047%/kbar and that of the internal
volume is 0.097%/kbar.

It appears that the contribution of the variation of the col-
umn length to the change in the column volume is 34 times
smaller than that of the column cross-sectional area. When
the ratio of the external to the internal radius becomes larger
than 2, the change in column length vanishes and the limit
value of the change in the column volume is 8pm/3E, or, typ-
ically, 0.067%/kbar of pressure drop along the column. Ac-
cordingly, when, in the following, an integration with respect
to the distance along the column is performed, the column
length will be considered as constant.

The variations of the ratioSc/Sc,0 versus the pressure of
the column,P = pm + P0, are shown inFig. 6 for different
values of the ratio of the outer to the inner column radii,
rext,0/rin,0.

Fig. 6. Ratio of the column cross-sectional area,Sc, under inner pressureP,
to the column cross-sectional area under atmospheric pressure,Sc,0, vs.P,
for various values of the ratio of the inner and outer column radii,rext,0/rin,0.
Young modulus,E = 2 GPa;k = 0.

2.6.5. Rupture of the tube under pressure
As a result of the stress applied by the inner pressure on

the inner wall of the tube, the column wall undergoes a cir-
cumferential traction stress,σθ. This stress decreases with
increasing value ofr, as shown by Eq.(26b). It is thus maxi-
mum at the inner wall, where it is equal to

σθ = r2ext,0 + r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0
pm (41a)

If σM is the resistance of the tube material to traction, i.e., is
the maximum stress that can be exerted before an immediate
rupture takes place, the maximum inlet pressure that can be
applied to the column before rupture is given by

pm,M = r2ext,0 − r2in,0

r2ext,0 + r2in,0
σM (41b)

Hencepm,M = 0.6σM for rext,0/rin,0 equal to 2. The value of
σM depends on the type of steel used. It is around 10 kbar for
medium resistance steels and can reach over 20 kbar for high
resistance steels.

One should note that these values ofσM correspond to
the rupture of the material. When the traction stress is small,
the material undergoes reversible deformations. This is the
elastic domain. Above a certain stress threshold,σel, the de-
formations become irreversible. This is the plastic domain,
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hich ends up atσM, by the rupture of the material. The va
f σel also depends on the nature of the tube material, b

s generally of the order ofσM/2.

.7. Influence of the pressure on the column
haracteristics

The change in the column dimensions will affect c
mn characteristics that are important in chromatogra

he porosity and the permeability of the column.

.7.1. Pressure dependence of the column porosity
A chromatographic column is always packed before

sed. The manufacturing of chromatographic column
ludes a consolidation step during which the column be
ercolated at high flow rate by a solvent compatible

he packing material. In order to prepare stable columns
ill have a long life time, their consolidation is achieved
umping this solvent stream at a pressure that exceed
aximum pressure at which the column will be used l
uring this consolidation, the column tube expands as
lained in the previous section. At the end of this step
olumn is entirely filled with packing material. When
tream is stopped, the column tube shrinks back. The b
ompressed elastically. A part of it might be expelled,
ending on the friction between the column tube and the
he operation of relaxing the pressure and closing the co
ust be carefully made, under conditions that minimize

xpulsion. When the inlet frit is in place, the packing rem
nder compression. When the pressure is raised again
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column inlet, to operate the column, the tube expands and the
packing compression decreases. The bed is elastic, however,
and the bed remains stable as long as the inlet pressure does
not exceed the packing pressure. As a result of the pressure
applied and the bed elasticity, the column porosity and its per-
meability will increase somewhat with increasing pressure.
The results of recent measurements performed under very
high pressures, up to 4600[22] and 6800[32] bar confirmed
this analysis. The packing material must be consolidated at
a pressure exceeding the highest inlet pressure under which
the column must be run.

The total porosity increases with increasing pressure be-
cause (1) the volume of the solid packing in a slice of column
of lengthδz decreases slightly with increasing pressure, due
to the slight compressibility of the solid packing, and (2) the
column volume increases in proportion to the cross-section
area (see previous section). Letβ be the compressibility of
the bed of packing material:

β = − 1

δVs

d(δVs)

dP
(42)

whereδVs is the volume of packing material contained in the
slice of lengthδz. Assuming thatβ is independent of the local
pressure, integration of this equation gives:
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2.7.2. Pressure dependence of the column permeability
The permeability,k, of a bed packed with particles of di-

ameterdp is given by the Blake–Kozeny equation:

k = d2
p

150

ε3e

(1 − εe)2
1

εt
(48)

whereεe is the extra-particle porosity. If the particles are non-
porous,εt, given by Eq.(46), becomes equal toεe and will
be simply denotedε in the following andε0 is the porosity at
the reference pressure,P0. k becomes:

k = d2
p

150

ε2

(1 − ε)2
(49)

The compression of the particles in the bed being isotropic,
the change in their diameter with increasing pressure can be
expressed as:

dp = dp,0e−β(P−P0)/3 (50)

wheredp,0 is the particle diameter under the reference pres-
sureP0. Let k0 be the permeability under pressureP0 and
combine the previous equations (Eqs.(46), (49), and (50)).
This gives the pressure dependence of the permeability as:

k = k0

ε20
〈[1+a(P − P0)]2 − (1 − ε0)e−β(P−P0)〉2e4β(P−P0)/3
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Vs = δVs,0e−β(P−P0) (43)

hereδVs,0 is the volume of the same mass of packing a
eference pressure,P0. Assuming that the mass of solid
he slice of lengthδz is not affected by the pressure (and t
he slice length as well as the column length are not affe
y pressure changes), the total porosity in the slice is e

o:

t = Scδz− δVs

Scδz
= 1 − δVs

Scδz
(44)

et Sc andSc,0 be the column cross-sectional areas at p
uresP andP0, respectively. Combining Eqs.(38a), (43)
nd (44), and noting that the total porosity at the refere
ressure is equal to:

T,0 = 1 − δVs,0

Sc,0δz
(45)

ives the pressure dependence of the total porosity:

t = 1 − (1 − εT,0)
e−β(P−P0)

[1 + a(P − P0)]2
(46)

herea is given by Eq.(38b), after substitution ofpm by
− P0, whereP is the local pressure in Eq.(38a), i.e., for a
etal tube, according to Eq.(40a)

=
[

1

3
+ 4

3

r2ext,0

r2in,0

]
r2in,0

r2ext,0 − r2in,0

1

E
(47)
(51)

he local permeability varies along the column. Becaus
ffects of the pressure remain moderate, a first-order T
xpansion of this equation will capture the essential o
ffect

k

k0
= 1 + (P − P0)

[
4a

ε0
+
(

2

ε0
− 2

3

)
β

]
(52)

ince the coefficientsa andβ are positive andε0 is smaller
han 1, the permeability increases always with increa
ressure, at a relative rate of 1.3 × 10−5 bar−1, assuming th
alues given above for the change in column radius, a val
× 10−6 bar−1 for the compressibility of the solid packin
aterial, and a value of 0.4 forε0. This leads to a 1.3% d

rease of the pressure gradient for an increase of 1 kbar
ocal pressure. Note that, according to Eq.(52), k is the sum
f two terms, the (positive) contribution of the column por

ty that increases with increasing pressure and the (neg
ontribution of the particle size due its compressibility,
ecreases with increasing pressure. Their combined e
dd up.

.8. Influence of pressure on the pressure profile, the
ow rate and the elution characteristics

It would not be very useful to discuss separately eac
he previous effects. They combine and cannot reaso
e separated for detailed studies. The column dimen
xpand under increasing pressure, the mobile phase is
ressed and its viscosity increases. All these effects com
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and affect the pressure profile along the column, hence the
gradient of linear velocity of the mobile phase. Finally, it is
not possible to force a high velocity stream of liquid through
a low permeability bed, as we do in HPLC, without gener-
ating a certain amount of heat due to the compressibility of
the liquid and its friction against the bed. This heat effect has
consequences that depend on the column diameter. They will
be discussed in a later section.

Conventional HPLC instruments are designed to pump the
mobile phase into the column at a constant flow rate. Under
steady-state conditions, the pump delivers a constant mass
flow rate of carrier liquid and this mass flow rate is constant
all along the column, which expresses the conservation of the
mass of this carrier. Let ˙m represent the mass of mobile phase
flowing through the column cross-section per unit time. To the
mass flow rate corresponds a volumetric flow rate,Q, which is
the volume of mobile phase flowing through a column cross-
section per unit time. The parameters ˙m andQ are related
by

ṁ = ρQ (53)

whereρ is the mass per unit volume of the mobile phase
(which will be later called, for short, its density). Because
ρ depends on the local pressure,Q is not constant all along
the column but it can be derived from Tait equation (Eqs.
( n
m
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Hence, significant deviations from Darcy law behavior is im-
probable and the possible consequences of this effect will be
neglected in the following.

Combining this equation with Eqs.(10), (46), (51), (54),
and (55), gives:

u0η0

k0
dz = −h(P) dP (57a)

with:

h(P) = 〈[1+a(P − P0)]2−(1 − ε0)e−β(P−P0)〉3e4β(P−P0)/3

ε30

[
1 + c ln((P0 + b)/(P + b))

]
[1 + α(P − P0)]

(57b)

whereu0 is the cross-sectional average velocity of the mobile
phase under the reference pressureP0, and is given by:

u0 = Q0

ε0Sc,0
= Q0L

ε0Vc,0
(58)

whereL is the column length andVc,0 = Sc,0L0, the geo-
metrical volume of the empty column when it is under the
uniform pressureP0. It can be verified that ifα, η, aandcare
set equal to 0,h(P) becomes equal to 1. In the following, the
reference pressure,P0, is selected to be the pressure at the
column outlet, usually the atmospheric pressure.
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4) and (5)) which gives the volume,V, occupied by a give
ass of carrier as a function of the pressure,P, at a given

emperature. If one considers that this mass is that flo
hrough the column per unit time, i.e., the mass flow ratem,
hen the volumeV in Eq. (4) becomes the volumetric flo
ate and

= Q0

[
1 + c ln

(
P0 + b

P + b

)]
(54)

This flow rate is related to the cross-sectional average
elocity,u, as:

= uεtSc (55)

.8.1. Darcy law and the basic fluid flow equation
Darcy law[48] expresses the proportionality between

ross-sectional average fluid velocity,u, and the pressure gr
ient, dP/dz, as:

= −k
η

dP

dz
(56)

eviations from Darcy law behavior are noticed when
pparent Reynolds number,udpεe/[µ(1 − εe)], is relatively

arge. A deviation of about 1.2% was reported at a value o
umber of 1[47]. In classical HPLC, however, with 4.6 m

.d. columns packed with 10�m particles and operated a
ow rate of 1 ml/min, this number is of the order of 1× 10−2

seeTable 3for typicalµ values). In ultra high pressure L
ith columns packed with particles having diameters as
s 1.5�m and operated at velocities as large as 1 cm/s
pparent Reynolds number is of the same order of magn
Integrating the basic flow equation (Eq.(57a)) provides
he relationship between the column inlet pressure,Pi , and
he outlet mobile-phase flow-velocity,u0 (or the outlet flow
ate,Q0):∫ Pi

P0

h(P) dP = u0
η0L

k0
= Q0

η0

ε0k0

L2

Vc,0
(59)

Two particular cases are interesting to consider when
ants to compare the actual pressure–flow rate relatio
ith the one that would be obtained for a so-called “id
ystem, i.e., a system for which the mobile phase, the pa
aterial, and the column wall material are incompress
nd, for which the carrier has a constant viscosity, inde
ent of the local pressure. These cases correspond to t
ration of the column at a constant outlet flow rate or u
constant inlet pressure. The results obtained in thes

ases are derived below.

.8.1.1. Operating the column at a selected outlet flow
f the instrument used allows the selection of the outlet
ate, i.e., the setting of the flow rate measured at the co
utlet, usually under atmospheric pressure, Eq.(59) allows

he determination of the inlet pressurePi that corresponds
his imposed outlet flow rate,Q0. For the ideal system (fo
hich h(P) = 1), the RHS of Eq.(59) represents the ide
ressure drop,�Pid, that would be needed in order to ha

he same flow rate:

Pid = u0
η0L

k0
= Q0

η0

ε0k0

L2

Vc,0
(60)
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which is different from the actual pressure drop obtained in
this case,�P = Pi − P0.

2.8.1.2. Operating the column at a selected inlet pressure.
If the instrument system allows the selection of the column
inlet pressure,Pi , or equivalently, of the column pressure
drop,�P , Eq.(59) allows the calculation of the actual flow
rate,Q0 or of the outlet flow velocity,u0. From Eq.(59) we
can derive that, whenh(P) = 1, the outlet flow rate,Qid,0, or
the outlet flow velocity,uid,0, that would be obtained for the
same pressure drop,�P , with an ideal system, are such that:

u0

uid,0
= Q0

Qid,0
=
∫ Pi
P0
h(P) dP

Pi − P0
(61)

2.8.2. Pressure gradient and velocity
Integration of Eq.(57a) between the positionz and the

column outlet gives∫ P

P0

h(P) dP = u0
η0(L− z)

k0
= Q0

η0

ε0k0

L(L− z)

Vc,0
(62)

hence, in combination with Eq.(59), the pressure profile is
given by

z

L
= 1 −

∫ P
P0
h(P) dP∫ Pi

(63)
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= h(P)
[1 + a(P − P0)]2 − (1 − ε0)e−β(P−P0)

ε0[1 + c ln((P0 + b)/(P + b))]
(66c)

These equations apply whatever the operating mode of the
instrumental system. If one wants to compare this time to the
hold-up time that would be observed with an ideal system
(i.e., with an ideal liquid phase and column material), for
whichg(P) = h(P) = 1, one has to specify the exact operat-
ing mode. Using the two simple modes identified above we
obtain the following results.

2.8.3.1. Operating the column at selected outlet flow rate.
When operating the column with a selected, constant flow
rate or velocity,u0, the hold-up time,t0,id,1 of the ideal liquid
is given asL/u0, or :

t0,id,1 = k0

u2
0η0

�Pid (67)

and, according to Eqs.(59), (60), and (66a)

t0

t0,id,1
=
∫ Pi
P0
g(P) dP∫ Pi

P0
h(P) dP

(68)

2.8.3.2. Operating the column at a selected inlet pressure.
When the column is operated under constant, controlled inlet
a
h
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t ssure
d e
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( d on
P0
h(P) dP

nd the relative pressure gradient is

− dP/dz

�P/L
=

∫ Pi
P0
h(P) dP

(Pi − P0)h(P)
(64)

hese last two equations give the relative pressure gra
Eq. (64)) and the position along the column (Eq.(63)) as
arametric expressions that are both functions ofP. Their
ombination allows the determination of the pressure g
nt along the column. The velocity profile of the mobile ph
long the column can be derived using a similar combina
f the equations above.

.8.3. Pressure dependence of the hold-up time
The hold-up time, or elution time of an unretained sol

0, is obtained by integration along the column of the hold
imes in each successive column increment

t0 = dz

u
(65)

ombination of Eqs.(10), (46), (51), (54), (55), and (5
ives

0 = k0

u2
0η0

∫ Pi

P0

g(P) dP (66a)

ith:

(P) = 〈[1+a(P − P0)]2−(1 − ε0)e−β(P−P0)〉4e4β(P−P0)/3

ε40[1 + c ln((P0 + b)/(P + b))]2 [1 + α(P − P0)]

(66b)
nd outlet pressures, hence with a given value of�P , the
old-up time of the ideal liquid is

0,id,2 = k0�P

u2
0,idη0

= k0�P

u2
0η0

(
u0

u0,id

)2

(69)

nd, combining with Eqs.(61) and (66a)

t0

t0,id,2
= (Pi − P0)

∫ Pi
P0
g(P) dP[∫ Pi

P0
h(P) dP

]2 (70)

t is convenient to follow the same approach as did Ja
nd Martin[49] in their determination of the hold-up time
as chromatography and to define a compressibility facj,
uch that:

= L

u0t0
(71)

ombining Eqs.(19), (66a), and (71)gives

=
∫ Pi
P0
h(P) dP∫ Pi

P0
g(P) dP

= t0,id,1

t0
(72)

nterestingly,j depends not only on the variables represen
he pressure dependence of the mobile phase densityc and
) and of the elasticity of the packing material and the colu
ube, but also on the parameter accounting for the pre
ependence of the viscosity (α). This is obviously not th
ase for the James and Martin factor in gas chromatogr
GC) since the viscosity of ideal gases does not depen
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their pressure (nor does that of actual gases used as carrier
gases, under the low pressures needed in GC).

2.8.4. Hold-up volume, retention volumes, retention
factors

The hold-up volume is defined as the volume of the mobile
phase that exits from the column outlet during the hold-up
time:

V0 = Q0t0 = u0ε0Sc,0t0 (73)

Combining Eqs.(59), (66a), and (73), one gets

V0 = Vc,0ε0

∫ Pi
P0
g(P) dP∫ Pi

P0
h(P) dP

(74)

whereVc,0 = Sc,0L is the geometrical volume of the column
in the absence of a pressure gradient. Comparison of Eqs.
(68) and (74)shows thatV0/(ε0Vc,0) is equal tot0/t0,id,1.

Because the retention volume in any slice of column is
equal to the product of the local contribution to the hold-up
volume, the local phase ratio, and the local retention constant,
the retention volume is a complex function of the pressure.

2.9. Thermal effect
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2.9.1. Basic thermodynamic relationships
Let consider a certain mass,m, of carrier liquid that occu-

pies a volumeV at temperatureT and under pressureP and
that undergoes an infinitesimally small transformation. Dur-
ing that transformation, a differential quantity of heat, dQ,
is exchanged with the surroundings of the system. This heat
exchange is associated with differential changes in the pres-
sure, dP , in the temperature, dT , and in the volume, dV , such
that[53a]

dQ = Cp dT + hdP (75a)

dQ = CV dT + l dV (75b)

Note that dQ depends on only two of the three variablesP,
V, andTsince these variables are related through an equation
of state.CP is the heat capacity at constant pressure,CV ,
the heat capacity at constant volume. Writing dV as a total
differential, we have

dV =
(
∂V

∂T

)
P

dT +
(
∂V

∂P

)
T

dP (76)

Combining Eqs.(75)and(76)gives[
CV + l

(
∂V

∂T

)
P

]
dT + l

(
∂V

∂P

)
T

dP = Cp dT + hdP

(77)
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The reason to use chromatographic columns packed
ery fine particles and to operate them at a high flow ra
o achieve fast analyses. It has been shown, however[50–
2] that a solvent stream percolating through a column
igh velocity generates heat, due to the friction of the liq
gainst the surface of the particles. The compression o
olvent under high pressure in the pump also heats the so
he heat generated in the column or brought by the so
iffuses across the bed to the column wall and toward
olumn compartment. Thus, temperature gradients app
he column, in both the radial and the axial directions. In
ost common case, the mobile phase pumped into a co

s at a higher temperature than the column (because com
ion of the mobile phase is exothermic), the column cen
armer than the wall region, and the column exit is war

han its inlet. Since the viscosity of liquids varies rap
ith their temperature, these thermal gradients cause c
ponding gradients of velocity of the mobile phase. W
he sample band is injected into the column, it is thin in
xial direction, nearly flat. If the radial distribution of velo

ties across the column is not flat, the band becomes wa
nd, at elution, it appears broader than it really is. The
mn efficiency decreases. Recent results have shown th
onsequences of the thermal effect on the column effici
ay be minimized by using very narrow columns[32]. These
ffects do depend on the column diameter and seem
ractically negligible for columns having an inner diam
arrower than 0.15 mm. Nevertheless, the temperature
obile phase increases and the consequences of this th
ffect should be taken into account.
.

-

l

his equation must be true whatever the differential cha
T and dP . Thus, it provides a relationship betweenh andl:

= l

(
∂V

∂P

)
T

(78)

nd(
∂V

∂T

)
P

= CP − CV (79)

.9.1.1. Expression of l.The differential entropy, dS, asso
iated with this exchange is

S = dQ

T
= CV

T
dT+ l

T
dV =

(
∂S

∂T

)
V

dT+
(
∂S

∂P

)
T

dV

(80)

riting that the second differentials∂2S/∂T∂V and
2S/∂V∂T are equal, recognizing thatCV/T = (∂S/∂T )V
nd l/T = (∂S/∂V )T, and derivingCV/T by respect toV
ndl/T by respect toT gives(
∂CV

∂V

)
T

=
(
∂l

∂T

)
V

− l

T
(81)

The differential energy, dU, is given by

U = dQ+ dW = dQ− P dV (82)

here dW is the differential amount of work exchanged
he system. Combining Eqs.(80) and (82)gives

U = CV dT + (l− P) dV (83)
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Treating dU in the same way as dS above, through the equality
of the second, cross partial differentials, leads to

(
∂CV

∂V

)
T

=
(
∂l

∂T

)
V

−
(
∂P

∂T

)
V

(84)

The comparison of Eqs.(81) and (84)gives the value ofl

l = T

(
∂P

∂T

)
V

(85)

2.9.1.2. Expression of h.The differential entropy arising
from the differential changes inT andP is given by

dS = dQ

T
= CP

T
dT + h

T
dP (86)

Following a derivation similar to the one above, we write the
differential enthalpy:

dH = d(U + PV ) = dQ− P dV + P dV + V dP

= CP dT + (h+ V ) dP (87)

Consideration of the equality of the second, cross partial dif-
ferentials ofSandH by respect toP andT leads to

h = −T
(
∂V

∂T

)
P

(88)
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above equations, because it was defined this way in Eq.(75a),
CP is an extensive property which depends on the mass of
liquid considered. It is proportional toV, that is to the amount
of liquid pumped.

Eq. (90) shows that the rate of variation of the tempera-
ture with the change in the pressure depends on parameters
that are state quantities. Thus, (dT/dP)S is itself a state quan-
tity, i.e., a thermodynamic property. It depends on the actual
temperature and pressure.

Estimates of the value of (dT/dP)S for methanol at
25◦C, under 1 bar can be calculated, using data found in
the literature[54]. For methanol,CP = 81.18 J mol−1 K−1,
α = 1.204× 10−3 K−1,V = 1.2710 cm3 g−1 (i.e., 1.2710×
10−3 m3 kg−1), MW = 32.04 g mol−1, giving V = 4.072×
10−5 m3 mol−1. These characteristics of methanol com-
bine to give (dT/dP)S = 1.80× 10−7 K Pa−1 = 1.80×
10−2 K bar−1 = 18.0 K/kbar. If this rate is independent ofT
andP, the temperature of methanol compressed to 1000 bar
would be 18 K higher at the pump exit than at its initial tem-
perature.

In fact, (dT/dP)S is not constant becauseV, CP , andα
depend onT andP. These dependencies can be calculated
using an equation of state for the liquid. Such calculations
have been performed and the results are available, tabulated
as a function ofT andP [54]. Using these data, (dT/dP)S
has been calculated. Its variations with pressure are shown in
Fig. 7at different temperatures. It is seen that (dT/dP)S de-
creases with increasing pressure and increases with increas-
ing temperature. When the pressure reaches 1000 bar and
the temperature is around 40◦C, (dT/dP)S becomes equal to
11.5 K/kbar and the effect is only 2/3 of that calculated by as-
suming that the physico-chemical characteristics of methanol
are constant.

Fig. 7. Rate of increase of the temperature during the isoentropic compres-
sion of methanol, (dT/dP)S (K/kbar), vs. the final pressure for methanol, at
different temperatures. From bottom to top,T = 25, 40, and 60◦C.
.9.2. Temperature increase occurring during carrier
ompression in the pump

As a first approximation, we consider that the compres
f the mobile phase in the piston chamber of the pump oc
nder reversible, adiabatic conditions. Then, there is no
xchanged by the liquid with the surroundings and its ent

s kept constant. Then, letting dS be equal to 0 in Eq.(86)
eads to

dT

dP

)
S

= − h

CP
(89)

hich, combined with Eq.(88)gives

(
dT

dP

)
S

= T

CP

(
∂V

∂T

)
P

= αTV

CP
(90)

hereα is the thermal expansion coefficient of the mo
hase defined as

= 1

V

(
∂V

∂T

)
P

(91)

All the quantities involved in Eq.(90) are positive. Thus
he compression of the mobile phase leads to an increa
ts temperature. Eq.(90) is the basic equation for compu
ng the temperature change of the mobile phase durin
ompression in the pump. To solve it, one needs an equ
f state for this liquid, expressing the relationship betw

ts volume, its temperature, and its pressure. Note that, i
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2.9.3. Temperature increase due to flow through a
porous medium

In principle, the liquid flowing through the column would
cool if it were decompressing under the same (quasi-adiabatic
and reversible) conditions as those prevailing during its com-
pression in the pump head and its temperature would be the
same when it exits the column as its initial temperature, in
the tank where the pump took it. Decompression is far slower
than compression, however (in the ratio of the column to the
stroke volumes). If the decompression takes place rapidly
enough and the column walls are relatively thick, it can be
considered again that no heat is exchanged with the surround-
ings of the column and that the decompression is adiabatic.
It is then similar to the Joule–Thomson (Kelvin) process of
expansion of a liquid though a porous plug. It is not entirely
reversible, however, because the viscous dissipation must be
taken into account. The latter takes place at constant enthalpy,
H [53b]. For a perfect gas, this expansion takes place at con-
stant temperature but for other fluids, a change in temperature
arises from the change in pressure. It is a measure of the non-
ideal behavior of the fluid.

Let dH be equal to 0 in Eq.(87), the temperature change
resulting from the pressure change can be derived from Eq.
(88) [53b,c](

dT
)

h+ V T (∂V/∂T )P − V
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Fig. 8. Rate of increase of the temperature per unit decrease in the pres-
sure,−(dT/dP)H (K/kbar), vs. the pressure during the isoenthalpic flow of
methanol in an adiabatic column, at different temperatures. From bottom to
top,T = 25, 40, 60, 80, and 100◦C.

column) is thermally well insulated, the two effects add to-
gether and the temperature of the carrier in the pump increases
first during its compression in the pump and then, again, dur-
ing its percolation through the column. If the column inlet
pressure is sufficiently large, the outlet temperature may well
exceed the boiling point of methanol under atmospheric pres-
sure (65.0◦C). It might then be required to pressurize some-
what the column outlet in order to maintain the mobile phase
in the liquid state.

2.9.4. Variation of the internal energy of the mobile
phase during its compression in the pump

When the pressure increase by the amount dP in the piston
chamber of the pump, the fluid temperature increases by dT .
Since the compression occurs adiabatically, there is no heat
supplied by the pump to the carrier and the change, dU, of the
internal energy of the carrier results merely from the work of
the pressure force, i.e., it is

dU = −P dV (95)

Under adiabatic conditions, the changes of the tempera-
ture, the pressure, and the volume are related by dT =
−(h/CP ) dP , according to Eq.(75a)and dT = −(l/CV ) dV ,
according to Eq.(75b). Thus, the volume and the pressure
c

d

T
(

h

dP H

= −
CP

=
CP

(92)

ombining Eqs.(91) and (92)gives

−
(

dT

dP

)
H

= (1 − αT )V

CP
(93)

or liquids under typical conditions (e.g., withT around
00 K), α is of the order of 1× 10−3 K−1. Thus, Eq.(92)

ndicates that the temperature of the liquid increases
ecreasing pressure when it percolates through a p
edium.
The quantity−(dT/dP)H appears to be also a thermo

amic quantity. Its variations with the temperature and
ressure are illustrated inFig. 8. It increases with increasin
ressure and decreases with increasing temperature. At◦C
nd under 1000 bar, the rate of temperature change is

o 37.0 K/kbar while it it is only 26.5 K/kbar at 60◦C under
bar.
The comparison of Eqs.(90) and (93)shows that:

(dT/dP)H
(dT/dP)S

= 1 − αT

αT
(94)

inceαT is of the order of 1/3 at room temperature, it app
hat the rate of increase of the temperature with a chan
he pressure is about double during the decompression p
hen the mobile phase percolates through the column
uring the compression phase, which takes place in the p
his ratio depends, of course, onT andP.

It should be noted that if the chromatographic system
he pump, the connection lines, the injection device, an
,

hanges are related by

V = h

l

CV

CP
dP (96)

he value ofh can be derived by combining Eqs.(88) and
91)as

= −αTV (97)
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Combining the definition of the mobile phase compressibility,
χ (cf. Eq.(8)), with Eqs.(78) and (97), we can write

l = αT

χ
(98)

Combining Eqs.(79), (91), and (98)gives

CP − CV = α2TV

χ
(99)

Combining now Eqs.(97)–(99)gives the differential change
in the internal energy during the compression of the mobile
phase in the pump, as

dU = χ
CV

CP
VP dP (100a)

or

dU = χ

(
1 − α2TV

χCP

)
VP dP (100b)

If a state equation is available for the fluid involved, providing
a relationship betweenP, V, T, α, χ, andCP , Eq.(100b)can
be integrated. This equation shows that the internal energy
increases with increasing pressure (all the terms in Eq.(100a)
are positive) and that this increase in the internal energy is
caused by a finite compressibility (dU is equal to zero if
χ
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of the increase of the viscosity with increasing pressure will
affect the dependence of the retention volume on the flow
rate.

On the other hand, it is claimed that the heat effect, heating
the mobile phase, hence reducing its viscosity, compensates
the pressure dependence of the viscosity. This compensation
can only be partial and limited. First, it is an overall compen-
sation. At the beginning of the column, the viscosity remains
higher than it is at room temperature and under atmospheric
pressure, then it becomes lower at the end of the column,
when the temperature of the mobile phase becomes high and
the pressure low. Any change in the parameters that con-
trol such a balance will destroy it. For example, since the
coefficients that characterize the pressure and temperature
dependence of the viscosity are different for each solvent, a
compensation can take place only for certain solvents, not for
all. The extent of this compensation depends also on the radial
heat loss, hence on the column inner diameter and thickness.

3. Results and discussion

A computer program can easily be written to implement
the system of equations reported earlier. Calculations were
made using the following set of parameters, a Young mod-
ulusE equal to 2× 106 bar (the value for stainless steel), a
r ual
t e
p l
c de
b , the
r s of
m resti-
m cor-
r ible
t hen
m be
r

3

res-
s nd
m long
a -
s ffects
b se is
s osity,
i ial is
a . The
d
t the
p d vis-
c ase
a unt.
T ions
= 0).
If one assumes that all the quantities involved in Eq.(100b)

re constant, independent of the pressure (exceptP, obvi-
usly), a first-order estimate of the energy stored is e
alculated. One obtains

U = χ

2

CV

CP
V (P2

i − P2
0) = χ

2

(
1 − α2TV

χCP

)
V (P2

i − P2
0)

(101)

As an example, for methanol we haveCP =
2.29 J mol−1 K−1; CV = 69.65 J mol−1 K−1; V =
.2279 cm3 g−1; χ = 0.85× 10−4 bar−1. ForPi = 1000 ba
nd P0 = 1 bar, we obtain�U = 142 Pa m3 mol−1 =
.42 J g−1. Although the rupture of the wall of a vessel un
ery high pressure can have devastating consequenc
s not an explosion and does not generate a shock wa
PLC, given the small amount of solvent compressed

he small amount of energy stored, it is unlikely that the
onsecutive to a rupture of the column will exceed much
ost of that column and of the work interrupted by the ev

.9.5. Overall thermal effects
Contradictory claims are made in the recent literature

he one hand, it is claimed that the influence of the the
ffect on the column efficiency becomes negligible when
ow bore columns are used. This has to result from the r
eat loss which reduces the radial temperature gradie

he column to a negligible value, thus avoiding the dam
ng consequences of a radial distribution of the mobile p
elocity across the column. In such a case, the consequ
t

atiorext,0/rin,0 of the outer to the inner column radius eq
o 2 (hencea = 9.44× 10−7 bar−1), a compressibility of th
acking materialβ equal to 1× 106 bar−1, and an externa
olumn porosityε0 equal to 0.4. All the calculations ma
elow neglect the influence of the thermal effect. Thus
esults are valid for narrow bore columns. For column
ore conventional size, the effects predicted are ove
ated. Because the intensity of the heat effect and the

ections required are still rather unknown, it is not poss
o go farther without making arbitrary assumptions. W
ore data will become available, this issue will have to

evisited.

.1. Inlet pressure and flow rate

Fig. 9illustrates the relationship between the actual p
ure drop,Pi − P0 = �P , that is required to achieve a
aintain a certain constant outlet flow rate of methanol a
n actual homogeneous column, and�Pid, the ideal pres
ure drop that would be needed, were all the pressure e
e negligible. Hence, in this ideal case, the mobile pha
upposed to be noncompressible, with a constant visc
ndependent of the local pressure, the packing mater
lso noncompressibe and the column tube is inelastic
ashed line corresponds to the ideal case,�P = �Pid. The

hree solid lines correspond to the cases in which only
ressure dependences of the viscosity, of the combine
osity and density, and of the density of the mobile ph
lone (from up to down, respectively) are taken into acco
he thick black line corresponds to the results of calculat
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Fig. 9. Plot of the actual pressure drop,�P = Pi − P0, for methanol as a
function of the pressure drop,�Pid, that would be obtained with the same
flow rate of an ideal mobile phase, the density and viscosity of which are
independent of the pressure, in an ideal column with incompressible pack-
ing and column metal (bold curve). The upper, lower, and medium curves
correspond to cases in which only the effect of the pressure on the viscos-
ity, the density, or both the viscosity and the density, respectively, is taken
into account (light curves). The first diagonal (dashed line) is shown for
reference.

performed when also taking into account the elasticity of the
column wall and the compressibility of the packing mate-
rial. Fig. 10shows the relationship between�P/�Pid versus
�Pid and emphasizes the important deviations observed at
high pressures, ca. 20% at 1000 bar and 60% at 3000 bar.
Fig. 11shows the relationship betweenu0/u0,id and�P at
constant inlet pressure.

F e
d mn
v light
c e of the
v ely, is
t

Fig. 11. Plot of the ratio of the actual outlet velocity of methanol,u0, to the
outlet velocity,u0,id, that would be obtained, with the same inlet and outlet
pressures, for an ideal liquid in an ideal column versus the inlet pressure,
�P (bold curve). The lower, upper and medium light curves correspond to
the cases in which only the pressure-dependence of the viscosity alone, the
density alone, or of both the viscosity and the density, respectively, is taken
into account.

These three figures show that the pressure dependence of
the various properties characterizing the hydraulic behavior
of HPLC columns combine to provide a markedly lower mo-
bile phase flow rate through the column for a given pressure
drop or a significantly higher pressure drop at a constant mass
or outlet flow rate than could be predicted if these pressure
effects were to be neglected. The effect is not linear and the
inlet pressure must be increased proportionally more than the
flow rate needs to be. It becomes quite important in the low
kilobar range. The three figures show also that the elasticity
of the column wall and the compressibility of the packing
material contribute to reduce slightly the deviation of the
flow rate dependence on the pressure from ideal behavior.
For instance, if the flow rate velocity were such that the ideal
pressure drop would be 2000 bar, the actual pressure drop
is 2749 bar (i.e., 37.5% larger than in the ideal case), while
it would be 2842 bar (i.e., 42.1% larger than in ideal case)
for a column having an infinitely rigid wall and packed with
an incompressible packing material. This result is due to the
combination of the effects of the pressure-induced changes
in the column permeability and in the column cross-sectional
area available to the mobile phase.

3.2. Pressure and velocity profiles along the column

anol
a 000,
2 orre-
s ofiles
f
w
t e
ig. 10. Plot of the ratio of the actual pressure drop,�P , to the pressur
rop,�Pid, that would be obtained for an ideal liquid in an ideal colu
ersus�Pid, for methanol (bold curve). The upper, lower, and medium
urves correspond to the cases in which only the pressure-dependenc
iscosity, the density, or both the viscosity and the density, respectiv
aken into account.
Fig. 12compares the actual pressure profile of meth
long the column for three different inlet pressures, 1
000, and 3000 bar, respectively (again, the dashed line c
ponds to the ideal case). The deviations of the actual pr
rom linear behavior are more clearly illustrated inFig. 13
here the ratio of the local pressure gradient profile,−dP/dz,

o the average pressure gradient,�P/L is plotted versus th
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Fig. 12. Actual pressure profile along the column for methanol, expressed
as the ratio ofδP = P − P0 to �P = Pi − P0 as a function of the ratio,
z/L, of the abscissa,z, to column length,L. Actual pressure drop,�P , from
upper to lower solid lines: 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar.

position in the column, for the same three cases, from lower
(1000 bar) to upper (3000 bar) curves near the column in-
let, respectively. These two sets of curves were calculated
using Eqs.(62) to (64). Fig. 14 gives the velocity profile.
Because the liquid is compressed under high pressures near
the column inlet, its velocity is lower there than near the
column outlet. The changes in the fluid velocity within the
column are solely due to the pressure-dependence of the den-
sity, not to that of the viscosity. However, because the local
velocity depends on the local pressure gradient and the pres-
sure profile along the column is affected by the pressure-
dependence of the viscosity, the velocity profile depends
also on the velocity. It is seen that, for methanol, the inlet
velocity is 8.9, 14.4 and 18.4% smaller than the outlet ve-
locity when the pressure drop is 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar,
respectively.

3.3. Pressure dependence of the hold-up time

The variation oft0/t0,id,1 (which is equal to 1/j) versus
�Pid, which is proportional to the value selected foru0, and
of t0/t0,id,2 versus�P are plotted for methanol inFigs. 15
and 16, respectively. The horizontal dashed lines of ordinate
1 in Figs. 15 and 16show the situation in the ideal case.
These figures show that, when one selects the flow rate (Fig.
1 1.9,
a g to
t spec-
t , and
4 ated
u e
h and
r drops

Fig. 13. Profile of the pressure gradient along the column for methanol,
expressed as the ratio of the local absolute value of the actual gradient pro-
file, −dP/dz, to the theoretical gradient,�P/L, vs.z/L. Solvent: methanol.
Three different values of the actual pressure drop,�P = 1000, 2000 and
3000 bar, from the lower to the upper full curves (near column inlet), respec-
tively.

selected are 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar, respectively. In both
cases, the deviations appear to increase almost linearly with
the outlet velocity or with the selected pressure drop. Note
that the situations treated earlier[47] correspond implicitly
to the second case.

To illustrate the relative importance of the different con-
tributions considered, the lower light full curve inFig. 15
corresponds to the sole effect of the pressure dependence of
the mobile phase density, i.e., to the case of a compressible
mobile phase of constant viscosity equal toη0. Note that,
in the ideal case,c = 0, andg(P) = h(P), so the deviation
of t0 from t0,id,1 is solely due to compressibility of the mo-

F m
u

5), the deviations from ideal behavior amount to 6.1, 1
nd 17.6% for hypothetic pressure drops correspondin

he selected flow rate of 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar, re
ively (the actual pressure drops are then 1176, 2749
769 bar, respectively). If, instead, the column is oper
nder a selected inlet pressure (Fig. 16), the deviations of th
old-up time from ideal behavior are significantly larger
each 21.3, 40.4, and 58.1%, when the actual pressure
ig. 14. Relative velocity profile,u/u0, in the column, for methanol. Fro
pper to lower curves:�P = 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar, respectively.
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Fig. 15. Plot of the ratio of the actual hold-up time,t0, to the theoretical
hold-up time,t0,id,1, observed with an ideal methanol, flowing at the same
outlet velocity in an ideal column, versus the theoretical pressure drop,�Pid,
required for these ideal liquid and column. The lower light full curve shows
the influence of the sole effect of the pressure dependence of the density. The
upper light curve shows the influence of the combined pressure dependences
of the density and the viscosity of the mobile phase.

bile phase and the packing material and to the elasticity of
the column tube, but not to the pressure dependence of the
viscosity. However, the extent of this deviation depends on
the actual inlet pressure. As this inlet pressure is larger for a
compressible carrier of variable viscosity than for a similarly
compressible carrier of constant viscosity, the deviation be-

Fig. 16. Plot of the ratio of the actual hold-up time,t0, to the theoretical hold-
u umn
u
c inate
1 nce of
t the
b effect
o

comes larger for the former, actual carrier, as shown by the
upper light solid curve. This curve differs little from the one
obtained when the compressibility of the packing material
and the elasticity of the tube are also taken into account (bold
solid curve).

Similarly, the light full curves inFig. 16 correspond to
the sole effects of the pressure-dependences of the density
and the viscosity of the mobile phase (methanol). How-
ever, the former is almost overlaid to the horizontal line
of ordinate equal to 1 while the latter is almost overlaid to
the bold curve corresponding to the influence of the pres-
sure on the actual volumes occupied by the solvent, the
packing material, and the column tube. This shows that,
when the column is operated under constant inlet pres-
sure, the deviation of the hold-up time from ideal behav-
ior is almost entirely due to the pressure effect on the
viscosity.

3.4. Pressure and column dimensions

The variations ofSc/Sc,0 versusz/L are shown inFig.
17 for three values of the pressure drop, 1000, 2000, and
3000 bar, from lower to upper curves, respectively. The ini-
tially cylindrical column at atmospheric pressure is elasti-
cally deformed under the influence of the pressure gradient
and becomes approximately conical. Its internal geometrical
volume consequently increases when the carrier is flowing.
The area below a curve ofFig. 17represents the fractional
increase of the column geometrical volume resulting from
carrier flow. It amounts to 0.090, 0.174, and 0.255% when
the pressure drop along the column is, respectively, 1000,
2000, and 3000 bar.

Finally, Fig. 18shows a plot of the permeability profile
along the column. The pressure effect onk is relatively small,
the permeability at the column inlet increasing by slightly less
than 1.4%/kbar increase of the inlet pressure.

Fig. 17. Profile of the ratio of the column cross-sectional area,Sc to the cross-
sectional area at column outlet,Sc,0, vs.z/L. Solvent: methanol. From lower
to upper curves:�P = 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar, respectively.
p time,t0,id,2, observed with an ideal methanol, pumped into the col
nder the same pressure, versus the pressure drop,�P . The lower light full
urve (almost completely overlaid with the dashed horizontal line of ord
) illustrates the influence of the sole effect of the pressure depende

he density. The upper light full curve (almost completely overlaid with
old curve for the actual mobile phase and column) illustrates the sole
f the pressure dependence of the viscosity.
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Fig. 18. Profile of the ratio of the column permeability,k to the permeability
at column outlet,k0, vs.z/L. Solvent: methanol. From lower to upper curves:
�P = 1000, 2000, and 3000 bar, respectively.

4. Conclusion

The primary goal of the analyst is the rapid and conve-
nient achievement of accurate and reliable analytical results.
From this point of view, the actual value of the inlet pressure
set for a chromatographic separation is of minor importance.
As long as the pumps operate within specifications, the re-
producibility and the precision of the results should not be
affected by the pressure set nor should the accuracy. How-
ever, serious difficulties will arise at the method develop-
ment level. Any significant change in the flow rate will cause
a change in the pressure profile along the column and all
of the classical “constants” of a chromatographic separation,
e.g., hold-up volume, column porosity, retention factors, effi-
ciency coefficients, become variable. Optimization becomes
too complex to be done easily following the time-honored
method of trial-and-error. No computer programs are cur-
rently available that implement all the relationships discussed
here. Even when they will be, the number of parameters that
are required to carry out computer-assisted optimizations is
very large. Those related to the solvents could be acquired
relatively easily, although little is known at present regard-
ing the quantitative behavior of solvent mixtures under very
high pressures. Empirical rules could help to account for the
influence of pressure on the equilibrium constants of ana-
lytes, hence on their separation factors. This might make the
a ven
e
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